Chapter 16 - Time Line Activity

Fill in the Time Line from the information on pages 530 and 531.

Europe/North America

| 1650 | 1700 | 1750 | 1800 |

World

Answer the following questions.

1) From the Big Ideas about the Enlightenment how did new ideas challenge a government’s authority? (Page 530)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) According to the map how many cities were academic centers and had observatories? Which nation had the most academic centers and what does it say about their focus on education? (Pages 530, 531)

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

3) What change of direction did Britain’s colonizing efforts take in 1788 after it lost the American colonies? (Pages 530, 531)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) Critical Thinking: Why do you think the American Declaration of Independence and France’s Declaration of the Rights of Man changed the way governments ruled over their citizens? (Page 530, 531)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________